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DON’T LET YIELD FALL THROUGH  
THE CRACKS
You’ve spent the growing season doing everything to increase yield and grow the best crop possible, 
so why leave that hard work behind in the field? Traditional deck plates and gathering chains have 
gaps that result in kernel loss. The intermeshing bristles of 360 YIELD SAVER eliminate those gaps to 
capture significantly more kernels. 360 YIELD SAVER also improves header management. Without 
compromising header speed to minimize loss, you can optimize head and feederhouse speed to ground 
speed and crop flow. Because 360 YIELD SAVER also captures nubbins and undersized ears, you also 
have the capability and flexibility to adjust deck plate spacing.
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* Header loss kernel counts after 160 acres/row on 360 YIELD SAVER and 
conventional chains. 
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360 YIELD SAVER OEM

360 YIELD SAVER consists of a traditional-
style gathering chain with crop lugs and 
replaceable brush blocks. Blocks quickly 
snap and screw into position and are easily 
replaced at the end of the harvest season.

“ ”

Angled, intermeshing bristles fit together in a 
way that allows for more kernel capture. 

 REDUCE HEADER LOSS BY 80%

Increase ROI with 360 YIELD SAVER, which in side-by-side tests was shown to 

save 80% of header loss. At this rate of savings, 360 YIELD SAVER can pay for 

itself within the first season and generate more than a 75% ROI after three years of 

use. Consider that return on investment for a typical corn operation with 2 bushel 

savings. With an eight row head covering 1,200 acres per year, a grower could 

expect gross yield savings of over $16,000, with a net profit of almost $7,000.

 75% SAVINGS AFTER 160 ACRES PER ROW

I couldn’t wait to get the other four rows put 
on! I believe they will pay for themselves.

-Tom Von Seggern
Delta, Ohio

A corn head is a harsh environment, but 360 
YIELD SAVER is built to withstand the abuse. 
Even when brushes show some wear, they 
are still delivering stray kernels and nubbins 
to the cross auger. Average brush block life is 
over 150 acres per row. Wear life of the chain 
is very similar to traditional gathering chains.

In this demonstration, a flag was placed near each kernel lost due to header loss. 
Yellow flags are from the 360 YIELD SAVER side of the head, red flags from the 
conventional gathering chains.


